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Database Design: Know It AllMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
All of the elements of database design together in a single volume written by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       This book brings all of the elements of database design together in a single volume, saving the reader the time and expense of making multiple purchases. It consolidates both introductory and advanced...
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The Democratic Sublime: On Aesthetics and Popular AssemblyOxford University Press, 2021

	The transition from royal to popular sovereignty during the age of democratic revolutions--from 1776 to 1848--entailed not only the reorganization of institutions of governance and norms of political legitimacy, but also a dramatic transformation in the iconography and symbolism of political

	power. The personal and external rule of...
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Expert SQL Server 2005 Integration Services (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Developing data processing extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) solutions is now easier than ever with this practical guide. It shows you how to apply the components of SQL Server 2005 Integration Services (SSIS) to build an enterprise ETL application that scales and performs to your specifications. You'll not only learn how to design...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration ServicesWrox Press, 2012

	THE MOST IMPORTANT BUSINESS intelligence tool in the Microsoft Swiss Army knife of tools is SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). This is because the other tools would be nothing without the cleansing and movement of data into a presentable format. The product can extract, transform, and load (ETL) data astonishingly fast. A 2010 benchmark...
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Content Management Systems (Tools of the Trade)Peer Information Inc, 2002
This book will guide you through the process of arriving at a content  management solution, including the background knowledge you need to know, how to  go about getting a solution, implementing the solution, and migrating existing  content to it.

This book includes:

	Three activities of content management: Asset...
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Processing XML with Java: A Guide to SAX, DOM, JDOM, JAXP, and TrAXAddison Wesley, 2002
Written for Java programmers who want to integrate XML into their systems, this practical, comprehensive guide and reference shows how to process XML documents with the Java programming language. It leads experienced Java developers beyond the basics of XML, allowing them to design sophisticated XML applications and parse complicated documents.
...
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Structures of Participation in Digital CultureSocial Science Research Council, 2008
Digital technologies have been engines of cultural innovation, from the virtualization of group networks and social identities to the digital convergence of textural and audio-visual media. User-centered content production, from Wikipedia to YouTube to Open Source, has become the emblem of this transformation, but the changes run deeper and wider...
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Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business IntelligenceApress, 2011

	Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business Intelligence introduces the exciting gamut of business intelligence tools included with SQL Server 2008. Microsoft has designed SQL Server 2008 to be more than just a database. It’s a complete business intelligence (BI) platform. The database is at the core, and surrounding the...
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QlikView 11 for Developers: Effective analytics techniques for modern Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2012

	Gain an in-depth understanding of how to build applications for Business Intelligence using QlikView


	Key Features

	
		Learn to build applications for Business Intelligence while following a practical case - HighCloud Airlines. Each chapter develops parts of the application and it evolves throughout the book...
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CSS TextO'Reilly, 2013

	
		As a web designer, you probably spend more time working with text than any other element. With this concise guide, you’ll learn CSS3 properties for changing the appearance of text without altering the font face—including horizontal and vertical alignment, text transformation, word and letter spacing, text wrapping, and...
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Global Energy Transformation: Four Necessary Steps to Make Clean Energy the Next Success StoryPalgrave Macmillan, 2009

Over the next few years, political and financial power will move in the direction of individuals, companies and nations that are able to use energy in a more efficient way. This book describes this challenge and presents a way forward by which we may achieve the goal of increased energy efficiency in the different areas that need to...
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Enterprise Cloud Computing: Technology, Architecture, ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	In today’s world virtually all available information on any technical topic is
	just a few clicks away on the web. This is especially true of an emerging area
	such as cloud computing. So why write a book, and, who should read this
	book and why?


	Every few years a new ‘buzzword’ becomes the rage of the...
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